
Mendell Primary School 
Aspire     Challenge     Achieve 

Key Sticky Knowledge Memory Flash Point Tracker: Geography 
 

Key Knowledge MFP Date 
F1 I can identify seasonal changes           
I know what a map is           
F2 I know a globe shows different places in the world           
Y1 I can name the 7 continents           
I can name the 5 oceans           
I can name the 4 countries and capital cities of the UK           
I can name the 4 bodies of water around the UK           
Y2 I know the 4 points of a compass           
I know what the equator is and can find it on a map           
I know where the north & south poles are           
I know what an ariel photograph is           
Y3 I know the 8 points on a compass           
I can name and describe 3 types of rock           
I know the 4 layers of the earth           
I know how earthquakes and volcanos occur and what an epicentre is           
Y4 I know the 4 stages of the water cycle           
4 ways rivers transport materials (solution, suspension, saltation, 
traction) 

          

I can name some counties in the UK including Cheshire           
I can name main rivers of the UK           
Y5 I can name major cities around the world           
I can name some countries in the USA, central & south America           
I know the 3 types of agricultural land (arable, pastoral, mixed)           
Y6 I know what a biome is and can name biomes in N/S America           
I know what GMT is and how time zones work           
I can name facts about the Arctic and Antarctic           
I know the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn           
I know facts about climate change           
I can name natural resources (food, minerals, water, coal, gas)           

Local Study: Y1: Our School local area, Y2 Coastlines (New Brighton) Y3 Chester, Y4 Rivers (Mersey/Dee), Y5 Claremont Farm, Y6 Bidston Moss Recycling 
Centre 


